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AGENDA
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> Call to order
– IT Governance Board Update

> Novel Coronavirus Update

– Impact on Teaching & Learning

– Impact on UW-IT

> UW Finance Transformation Program Update

> Cyber Intelligence Program

> IT Project Portfolio Executive Review

> Wrap up



IT Governance Board 

Update
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IT Governance Board Update

IT Strategy Board (April 29)

> COVID-19 Update: An update on how UW-IT and partners responded to COVID-19, supporting the 
transition to remote instruction and work by securing an enterprise Zoom license, and relying on core 
technologies already in place (i.e. Canvas, Panapto, 0365 and Google G Suite), as well as introducing some 
new tools. Teams showed incredible collaboration, agility and resiliency. Support demands skyrocketed, 
with teams working at peak capacity for weeks. The Board praised this impressive and successful effort.

> UW Finance Transformation Update: The program reported minimal impacts from COVID-19 thus far, with 
the schedule still on track, and a further evaluation planned for June. The program addressed key concerns 
raised by the Board, including development of an integrated schedule with key partners, such as UW-IT; 
timing of engagement with the UW community; and development of the shared services model.

> Destination One Update: The project was moved to red status in January. A comprehensive evaluation 
was conducted by an external consultant (Deloitte), identifying a lack of clear decision making as a major 
issue. Project leadership has been replaced, a standard project structure and discipline are now in place, 
and culture and transparency have been improved. 

> Advance World-Class Research Strategy: A presentation on UW-IT’s strategy for supporting research, 
focused on providing an integrated approach to scientific computing, offering guidance to the most 
appropriate technologies. This support is critical to the UW’s research capabilities, with many examples 
provided. Funding has increased, but still lags well behind other universities. Challenges include data 
center capacity, rising demand, and need for a holistic approach to data storage and management. The 
Board supported a proposal to develop a more strategic approach to corporate and foundation relations.

IT Service Management Board (meets monthly)

> The Board presented its recommendations report to the Vice President for UW-IT and CIO (VP/CIO) in early 
March and to the IT Service Investment Board on March 11. The VP/CIO is considering next steps on the 
top recommendations.
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https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/70/2020/03/13153727/IT-SMB-Recommendations-Feb-2020.pdf


QUESTIONS
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Novel Coronavirus 

(Covid-19)
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Aaron Powell
Vice President, UW-IT and Chief Information Officer



Impact on Teaching & 

Learning
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Erik Hofer
Associate Vice President for Academic Services, UW-IT
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Impact on UW-IT
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Aaron Powell
Vice President, UW-IT and Chief Information Officer



QUESTIONS
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UW Finance 

Transformation 

Program Update 
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Ed Loftus
Assistant Vice President for Finance Transformation
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UWFT Remains Full Steam Ahead  

> The pandemic has not introduced significant issues to program 
momentum. 

> Shifting to remote operations has been smooth, meetings and 
workshops have continued, and the hiring ramp has been 
maintained within the core program for key roles, enabling:

– Expansion of campus engagement efforts as planned

– Deliverables for all program workstreams to stay on track

– Progress on critical process design decision-making
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Implementation Timeline
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WE ARE 
HERE
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Bluecrane March QA report:

• “Even though the Program experienced changes to their work activities 
as a result of the pandemic, the Program is continuing to meet its 
commitments, working collaboratively with external partners, and 
adjusting to the “new normal” that we are all now experiencing

• “More specifically, in March, the Program made significant strides in 
reducing its risks in three key areas: preparing a more detailed 
schedule, developing a path forward for addressing technical readiness, 
and sharing more information on business process design”

UWFT is Achieving Deliverables 



Key Efforts in Architect
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SHARED 
SERVICES
DEFINED
(End of Sept 
2020)

ARCHITECT STAGE
7 months  |  MARCH 1 – CLOSE OF SEPTEMBER

KICK-OFF 
CHANGE 
CHAMPIONS
(March 2020)

PROCESS DESIGN 
WORKSHOPS LAUNCH
(March – July 2020)

CONFIG 
TENANT 
BUILT
(End of Sept 
2020)

BUSINESS ADOPTION 
APPROACH, CHANGE IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT, REFINED 
LEADERSHIP ACTION PLANS
(March – Sept 2020)

SYSTEMS DISPOSITION 
DECISIONS
(Throughout Architect)

SPRINTS AND DATA 
CONVERSION 
PLANNING
(July – Sept 2020)

FINALIZE 
BASELINE 
METRICS 
(Aug/Sept 2020)

START INTEGRATIONS 
AND GAP APP DESIGN 
AND BUILD 
(April 2020 – June 2021)
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Our Journey – Business Process Design
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Defined Guiding Principles  

DRAFT SHARED SERVICES DEPLOYMENT PRINCIPLES

1 Shared services should enable process standardization.

2 Avoid re-work.

3 Minimize Workday go-live risk.

4 Establish foundation to achieve efficiency target.

5
Shared services should not be opt-in (We should avoid having ‘opt-in’ shared services, as doing so will result in 
inconsistent processes across the organization and complex Workday configuration) 

6
Hubs stood-up by the time Workday is live (All Regional hubs will be stood-up and operating by the time Workday is 
live)

7 Build on existing shared services efforts.

8 Local Unit Knowledge.



QUESTIONS
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Cyber Intelligence 

Program 
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Rebekah Skiver Thompson
Interim Associate Vice President and Chief Information Security 
Officer, UW-IT



Cyber Intelligence Strategy

> What is cyber intelligence?

> Why is cyber intelligence important?

– Reduces surprise; builds “situational awareness”

– Helps focus efforts to protect high priority assets

> Threats, vulnerabilities, assets
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Cyber Intelligence Methodology

> Determining focus

> Assumption of breach

> Building out capabilities with a small team:

– Weekly intelligence report

– Security Advocates program - force multiplier

– Collaboration with other offices (e.g., Privacy, OR, 
APL)

> Outreach and education

> In-house development team
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Current Threats

> Daily nuisances

> Organized crime and Advanced Persistent Threats 
(APTs)

> Insider threats
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Current Threats: Daily Nuisances

> Daily nuisances

– “Script kiddies”

– Relatively easy to detect and block

– Spam, phishing, re-use of passwords, money scams
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Current Threats: Organized Crime & APTs

> Organized Crime

– Business Email Compromise (BEC) 

> Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)

– Silent Librarian (aka Cobalt Dickens, Mabna Institute): Iran 
> Targets: Research, technical, or medical universities/educational 

institutions in North America, Europe 

> Goal: Sell stolen credentials and access to library material

– APT 40 (aka Leviathan, TEMP.Periscope): China 
> Targets: Maritime and engineering-focused entities, including research 

institutes, academic organizations, and private firms in the US

> Goal: Espionage aligning with China’s Five-Year economic development 
plans; namely naval modernization

– APT 29 (aka Cozy Bear, The Dukes): Russia 
> Targets: Primarily Western governments and related organizations 

> Goal: Collect intelligence in support of foreign and security policy 
decision-making; disinformation campaigns
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Current Threats: Insider Threats

> Insider threats can be malicious, coerced or 
inadvertent

– Disgruntled employees

– Staff, researchers, grad students, etc. compelled to 
“share” information with home government

– Includes ever-changing population of users needing 
new/ongoing education
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Need for Expanded Resources

> FY21 increases to budget:

– $250k from Technology Recharge Fee

– Possible $$ match from Provost Reinvestment Fund

> Staffing

– Grow consulting, outreach, education efforts

– New federal and state laws (privacy, compliance) requiring 
more resources (consulting, analysis, forensics, IT 
solutions)

> Tools

– Automating analysis in order to free up staff time requires 
purchasing $$ tools
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QUESTIONS
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IT Project Portfolio 

Executive Review
Erik Lundberg
Assistant Vice President, Research Computing & Strategy, 
UW-IT
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Wrap Up
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QUESTIONS AND 

DISCUSSION
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